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B.TECH.

Theory Examination (Semester-VI) 2015-16

TEXTURED YARN TECHNOLOGY

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 100

Section-A

1. Attempt all parts. All parts carry equal marks. Write
answer of each part in short. (2×10 = 20)

(a) Write any four charectristics of bulk filament yarn?

(b) List various texturing process which are used to produce
bulk yarn.

(c) Write the principle of false twist texturing process?

(d) What type of faults leads if output tension is very less
than input tension during false twist texturing process?
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(e) What happens when D/Y ratio is too low in twist textur-
ing method?

(f) Explain role of water in air jet texturing method.

(d) Write the principle of stuffer box texturing method ?

(e) What is effect of secondary heater temprature and over-
feed of the yarn in false twist texturing method?

(f) Name the any two texturing methods which produce bulk
yarn with medium stretch.

(g) During texturing if primary heater temparature is high
than what are the changes develop in textured yarn
properties?

Section-B

2. Attempt any five questions from this section. (250 words)
(10×5=50)

(a) Define stretch yarn and bulk yarn? Compare its
properties.

(b) Explain slacked disk type of false twist device working
with neat sketch?
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(c) Discuss morden false twist texturing process for produc-
ing stretch yarn.

(d) Discuss the mechanism of knife edge crimping method
with neat sketch.

(e) Discuss the mechanism of knit de knit texturing method
with suitable sketch.

(f) Explain the principle and working of air jet texturing
method?

(g) Discuss the effect of any three process variables on prop-
erties of false twist textured yarn?

(h) How various morphological changes induced by mechano-
tharmal forms of texturing effect on properties of textured
yarns?

Section-C

Attempt any two questions from this section (450 words).
(15×2 = 30)

3. Classify various texturing methods.Explain the process with
neat sketch by which yarn crimp is produced?
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4. Where and why do we need ATY? Explain working of core
effect ATY with neat sketch.

5. Discuss various process parameters which can influence on
properties of Draw textured yarn?
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